
Locks and Vaxes

The national plan to vaccinate and remove lockdowns with view to treat infections or remove final support should gain

momentum much unlike the moratorium of the rest of the world far less insular then how Australia treats the world

crisis epidemic yet being relatively unaffected. Kensington Royal’s William and Catherine were provided difference of

opinion between choice of vaccine manufactures, yet  Scott Morrison, who received Pfizer on World Pangolin Day,

assures  most  vulnerable  Australians  Poland  will  deliver  amid  spikes  for  Astra  Zeneca  CSL can  create.  World

Governments Gasslight (Sneer and Snide) and so Refuse to Afford Scott Morrison the Means to Maintain his Treasury

Track Record because Scott  Morrison sometimes has  Personal  Agenda of  Religious Media which Gender Peoples

Criticise over his Attitude of Current Literary Terms!
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